By modifying our recent method of half-lines we show how the following boundary value problem for partial difference equations can be solved in closed form:
Introduction
Let N denote the set of natural numbers and N  = N ∪ {}. Let k, l ∈ N  be such that k < l, then the notation j = k, l means k ≤ j ≤ l. In the rest of this section we give some motivation for the study, as well as notions that will be used in the rest of the paper. Let
where k ∈ N, and for k =  let x () := .
Let be the standard (forward) difference operator defined by
where f is a function. Then, for k ∈ N, we have
while for k =  a direct calculation shows that x () = .
The set of polynomials {x (k) : k ∈ N  }, is linearly independent. Indeed, assume n j= a j x (j) ≡ ,
for some real numbers a j , j = , n, and for a fixed but arbitrary n ∈ N  . Then by acting with operator on both sides of equality () n times, and using (), we get n!a n = n j= a j (n) x (j) ≡ , from which it follows that a n = . Hence
By repeated use of the argument we get a n- = · · · = a  = a  = , from which the claim follows. From this it easily follows that the set {x (k) : k ∈ N  } is a basis in the linear space of all polynomials, so that
for some numbers s
. Indeed, assume that we have proved s j  = , j = , n for some n ∈ N. Then, since x n+ = x n x and xx (k) = x (k+) + kx (k) , k ∈ N  , by using the hypothesis and (), we get
Comparing the coefficients in () we get s n+  = , from which the statement follows. Beside this, the following recurrent relation holds:
when  ≤ k ≤ n, and that s 
where
are the binomial coefficients. There are several ways to prove equation (). A combinatorial-analytic proof was given in [] . A relatively simple analytic proof is based on the following well-known formula:
. From this and by using () with f (x) = x n , we get 
This means that the Stirling numbers are a solution to a two-dimensional recurrent relation with given boundary conditions s n n and s n  , n ∈ N  . The fact that equation () has a closed form formula for the solution with the conditions d n, = , d n,n = , n ∈ N, suggests that () can be solved on the following domain A = { ≤ k ≤ n; n, k ∈ N  }, which we call the combinatorial domain. Some classical methods for solving partial difference equations can be found, for example, in [] and [], whereas some recent ones can be found, for example, in [-], but an analysis shows that they are not suitable for getting a formula for solutions to () for a special shape of domain A. 
Main results
We show how general solution to () on set A \ {(, )} can be found by using a method in [], which we call the method of half-lines. Namely, the domain is divided into some half-lines, and () is regarded on each line as an equation of type (). It is solved, and based on the obtained formulas one gets the general solution. However, the method cannot be applied directly, so it needs some modifications.
Assume first that n = k + . Then equation () is reduced to
Using the change of variables x k = d k+,k equation () can be seen as a special case of equation (), since d k,k can be regarded as an 'independent' variable due to the fact that the multi-index (k, k) belongs to the boundary of A \ {(, )}. In fact, since in () the corresponding coefficients b k are equal to one, here we use the telescoping method of summation (this is a specificity for the equation but the method can be applied for other values of the coefficients too) and get
Now assume that we have proved
for every k ∈ N  and some l ∈ N.
Then from () with n = k + l +  we have
from which, as in the case n = k + , we get
for every k ∈ N. By using the inductive hypothesis in () we obtain
from which along with the induction we see that () holds for every l ∈ N and k ∈ N  . Note that equation () can be written in the following form:
for l ∈ N, k ∈ N  . Since k and l are arbitrary equation ( 
for every l ∈ N and k ∈ N  . Using () in (), we get
for l ∈ N and k ∈ N  . Now we are in a position to state and prove our first result based on the above consideration. 
is given by
Proof By choosing l = n -k in (), using the conditions in (), and some calculations, formula () is obtained.
Remark  Note that general solution to equation () can be written in the form
for k and n such that  ≤ k ≤ n, k, n ∈ N  and (k, n) = (, ).
Corollary  If d n,k is a solution to equation ()
on domain A \ {(, )} such that the following conditions hold:
then it is given by
Proof By using condition () and () with l = n -k, in formula (), we obtain ().
Remark  Note that under the conditions of Corollary  equation () gives a closed form formula for such solutions due to equation ().
Now note that the above described procedure can be applied to every recurrent relation in the following form:
where coefficients f (k), k ∈ N, are complex numbers. The following theorem holds (the proof is omitted for the similarity with the given one in the case f (k) = k).
Theorem  Let (u j ) j∈N , (v j ) j∈N be given sequences of complex numbers. Then the solution to the following boundary value problem:
where f is a complex-valued function on N, is given by
